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Methodology: 
 
In the course of this task, we have assumed that the solution of a problem is never better than 
the validity of the basic assumptions. As a result, we have stipulated some methodological 
principles, of which the following are the most fundamental: 
 
1. All scenarios must be considered to be true until the contrary is proved. 
2. All observations, assumptions or statements on which a scenario is based   
   must be considered false until the contrary is proved. 
 
We have defined a number of criteria for concluding that an observation, assumption or 
statement may be considered to be true or false, and processes and routines for the route to be 
taken in clarifying an observation, assumption or statement. These criteria involve technical, 
empirical, statistical and/or semantic requirements which, if they are relevant, must all be met 
if the observation, assumption or statement is to be classified as an objective fact.   
 
The materials we have worked with are primarily the documents, audio recordings and films 
in the Swedish Accident Investigation Commission’s Estonia archive, together with 
supplementary information from other public sources and, in addition documentation from the 
Meyer shipyard and its independent commission. 
 
 
Summary 
 
In this report, the Independent Fact Group reveals the known facts regarding the final route 
that led to the shipwreck. The report is a detailed study of the last 60 minutes of this fateful 
night and is a follow-up to the previous report, "MV Estonia - The last voyage," presented as 
an interim report on 2001.02.11. 
 
Our original interim report, which does not go into detail regarding the last 60 minutes, is 
consistent with what we have now been able to state. 
 
You will find the interim report under the following link: 
 
http://privat.bahnhof.se/wb576311/factgroup/est/route.html 
 



 
The purpose of this report IS NOT to explain the cause of the sinking but to demonstrate the 
only possible route the vessel followed in the last 60 minutes. 
 
The report also shows, once again, that despite the known facts, JAIC failed to draw even 
reasonable conclusions but chose a more manageable path through guesswork and 
assumptions, agreements, and detached assumptions. 
 
Known facts against the predetermined cause of the accident were left out of assessments and 
conclusions, implying a conscious plan to spread unfounded and incorrect information. 
 
 
Wreck site 
 
Unfortunately, since the sinking, especially in its immediate aftermath, several different 
accounts of where the MV Estonia sank was made public. The information has been official 
and documented in various ways.  
 
The Finnish accident investigation authority issued an utterly false position at Latitude 59°23’ 
and Longitud 21°42’ through its chairman Kari Lehtola 1994.09.30. The intent was, according 
to Lehtola, an "isolation of the wreck" to prevent other countries governments and agencies 
and others from conducting dives on the wreck.  
 

 
Figure 1. The false position was communicated via fax to SHK in Sweden. (German Group of Experts enclosure). 
 



The matter was not improved by the fact that in December 1994, the same authority again 
provided wrong information to Rockwater when their diving and investigation of the wreck 
was to begin. 
 
 
Investigation 
 
This report is based on relevant and confirmed facts found in the investigations. It concerns 
the position of the wreck, known information about where MV Estonia was at different times, 
where distress calls were made, in which positions the ship left wreckage goods and how the 
ship, given all this information, was able to drift during the sinking. 
 
By compiling known official facts included in JAIS's documentation from work, we have 
plotted these on a map of the accident site. The basis for the report is facts from the bottom 
survey immediately after the sinking, as well as times for specific events during the sinking. It 
is woven into its context where course, speed, wind, waves, current, etc., find their place in 
the scenario. 
 
On October 7, 1994, Dr. Jouko Nuorteva sent a summary of bottom surveys that had been 
carried out. In an attached map showing the ship and bottom curves in the area, the wreckage 
and specifically interesting places were marked with numbers 1 - 4. It is evident by the 
findings that MV Estonia must have passed points 4 and 3 in that order and, at the very final 
of the shipwreck, passed over area 2 from west to east. 
 
 
The first bottom survey performed by the Finnish vessel Tursa 
 
Below is a translation from Finnish of the announcement on 7 October 1994. 
Accident Commission 
Chancellor of Justice 
Att: Kari Lehtola 
 
VL T……. 
From: Jouko Nuorteva 
 
Attached sketch drawing at this point of the event. The surveyed area is in its entirety approx. 
3 square kilometers, scale 1:10,000. 
Explanation: Depth curve from a part of the area at 10 meter intervals 1=Wreck, 2=Falling 
area (shipwreck area) special material (things) a lot from here to the wreck, some in mud. 
The material(s) are reduced towards the wreck, some of the things are at the front of the bow. 
At the southern part of the wreck, the mud (mud collection) has been disturbed because things 
are also there. 3= Separate areas at the mud bottom, have been interpreted as having fallen 
from the ferry. 4= Examine the area in case of soft clay. If it is the visor, then the ship's 
direction of travel has been approx. 250 degrees (or 240 degrees) From the location it is 
approx. 700m to the wreck and to the fall area (shipwreck area) approx. 950m. 
The intention is that the site should be investigated first, when weather conditions permit. 
After this, the area is expanded if necessary. 
 
Attached: Map 
               : Sonogram of the wreck 
 
 



 
Figure 2. Dr. Jouko Nuorteva, summary of bottom surveys. 
 
The following image has been added to our overview in Figure 4, showing areas where 
wreckage goods were found. 
 

 
Figure 3. Dr. Jouko Nuorteva, map and findings from the bottom surveys (red markings, the Independent Factgroup). 



On the map (Figure 3) that Dr. Nuoroteva attached after the first bottom surveys, we marked 
the bottom findings with red to make them more transparent. Nuroteva described the various 
findings regarding 1, 2, 3 and 4 in his letter. 
 
Nuorteva concluded that MV Estonia must have passed place 4 and place 3 at her entry into 
the shipwreck area. 
 
The information in Nuorteva's letter was confirmed and described in more detail by Kari 
Lehtola on 9 October. He wrote: "Good morning! Due to bad weather the search for the visor 
was discontinued during the whole day, but now Nuorteva has further analysed the pictures. 
At the location on the sea bottom, where Estonia on the basis of the object did capsize, there 
is a 10 m long and 5-7 m broad object on the bottom. It is probably of metal. The form fits 
well with the visor. Depth is 70 m, the bottom is hard. 
Karppinen, Aarnio and the ROV 1 team go onboard of Tursas at Nagu 11.00 (Finnish time) 
and the work starts at ca. 13.00 hrs. They shall video film at first the large object." 
 

 
Figure 4. From Kari Lehtola via fax to Olof Forsberg, SHK in Sweden, describing a 10 x 5-7 m object. 
 
Mv estonia 



The next day, October 10, Kari Lehtola briefly announced that the large object turned out to 
be a sheet of steel. Unfortunately, no additional information, images, or video footage 
complements this brief description. However, it has never been denied that the object came 
from MV Estonia. 
 

 
Figure 5. From Kari Lehtola via fax to SHK in Sweden. "The large object was a steel plate" (German Group of Experts enclosure). 
 
 
The shipwreck site and the events between 00.50 and 01.50 – 1994-09-28 
 
The following picture shows an overview of the shipwreck site and the water in its vicinity.  
 
MV Estonia entered the area on course 261 degrees, and she maintained a speed of approx. 17 
knots until 00.50. Earlier in the evening, when Estonia was on its way toward Sweden close to 
Mariella and Silja Europa, she held a slightly higher speed. It was possible because the wind 
was weaker and the waves lower. 
 
The wind increased slightly towards midnight, and the average height of the waves also 
increased. Finally, Estonia slowed down after midnight and approached the shipwreck area at 
about 14 knots. We have calculated the effect of waves and current to approx. 0,5 m/s. 
 
www.marinefinland.fi/en-US/Nature_and_how_it_changes/The_unique_Baltic_Sea/Hydrology 
 
According to our investigations compiled from facts, Estonia's route was up to the sinking 
south of the boundary line. 
 



The shipwreck area had a southwesterly mean wind of around 15 m/sec. Waves and current 
resulted in a direction that, during the last hour, met Estonia almost straight in front. 

 
Figure 4. An overview of the shipwreck site. 
 
Shipwreck scenario 
 
With a speed of around 14 knots, several intense "bangs" occurred around 01.00. Some 
survivors have heard two bangs, and some have heard three. However, the vast majority put 
the bangs in a context of a sudden stop and an immediate incipient starboard list that 
temporarily recovered.  
 
The first list was so strong that furnishings in bars and hallways came loose and fell onto the 
starboard side. After the initial recovery, crew members stated that they were ordered down 
the ship to investigate what happened. However, it was prevented by passengers who fled the 
lower decks, saying that there was water in corridors and cabins on Deck 1.  



 
Later, survivors staying on Deck 1 stated that the bangs were so powerful that they fell out of 
their beds and immediately encountered water in the ship. 
 
We can state that at the location of the bangs, Nuorteva found a large metal object (location 
4). Unfortunately, the video recordings of this object have never been made public. 
 
After the bangs and the sudden stop, the ship continued at a speed of only a few knots while 
passengers and crew fled upwards in the ship. Survivors have said it all happened so fast that 
only a few managed to get across the hallways and stairs.  
 
Around 15 minutes after the bangs, it was no longer possible to get out of the ship, and the list 
was then at least 30 degrees.  
 
At around 01.20, with a list of approximately 40°, the main engines stopped due to automatic 
shutdown, and the backup generator started shortly afterward. It provided the power supply to 
a limited number of consumers, including the illuminated alleyways and decks. 
 
Unfortunately, the ship lacked propulsion and had lost its ability to steer, and therefore it must 
have drifted with the wind, waves, and current along a course of 15 degrees to the north. 
At 01.22, the first distress call was received, and the bridge crew announced that they had a 
blackout and could not indicate the ship's position. A few minutes later, they tell the position 
and say it looks bad, really bad. The last contact was at 01.29. 
 
We can state that close to the location of the distress calls, Nuorteva found a number of 
objects on the bottom (location 3). 
 
As the ship drifted northward, it sunk more and more into seawater, whereby the influence of 
the wind decreased, and the vessel then drifted more and more westward. The final course 
before the sinking at about 00.50 was around 60 degrees. 
 
We can state that close to the location of the shipwreck, Nuorteva found a large number of 
objects on the bottom (location 2). Nuorteva call this area “the fall aera” and it can be 
explained due to the fact that MV Estonia "turned turtle". 
 

 
Figure 5. A close up of the final course and drifting at the shipwreck site. 



Drifting 
 
A vessel with no propulsion can't drift against the wind, waves and current.  
 
When the engines stopped, at around 01.20, the ship drifted to the sinking site with the wind, 
waves, and current. As long as the buoyancy deteriorates, the influence of wind will decrease, 
and the corresponding effect of waves and current would have increased.  
 
The vessel with the initial list of around 30 to 50 degrees was drifting with the wind. Later, 
when the entire ship was in seawater, the direction changed to mainly follow the waves and 
current. 
 
 
Concordance between Nuorteva's findings and the conclusions by the Independent Fact 
Group 
 
In the previous report 2001, "The last voyage," The Independent Fact Group concluded that 
MV Estonia was ahead on course 261 degrees towards the shipwreck area. It shows to fit 
almost perfectly up to the time 01.00. 
 
At that time, corresponding to the "big bangs," the ship altered its course slightly to the south. 
She continued with reduced speed and increasing starboard list until 01.22, when the engines 
had stopped by the automatic emergency stop system when the list threatened the oil 
lubrication system. 
 

 
Figure 6. Checking the compliance with the information. 
 
 
The Independent Fact Group scenario 
 
There are two scenarios regarding how the ship behaved, capsized, and sank.  
 
The first is JAIC's scenario, which JAIC presented in at least four different versions. (See the 
previous report, "MV Estonia - The last voyage.") 
 



The second is what The Independent Fact Group now presents based on the following facts: 
 
1. MV Estonia cannot have traveled around the wreck site back and forth, both 1000 meters 
south of the wreck site and just as far west of it.  
2. Drifting mainly against the wind, waves, and current is impossible without propulsion.  
3. There is a boundary line where the wreck goods are missing to the northwest of this line.  
4. Position indications for the wreck and the location of the visor have been demonstrably 
incorrect.  
5. The information about the wreck site and bottom findings that JAIC first provided must be 
considered the most credible, as the investigation at that time had not been subject to false 
leads, incorrect interpretations, or cover-ups.  
6. Findings of the visor's location cannot be the basis for a credible description of how the 
ship moved in the last hour.  
7. The wreck site is known and verified.  
 
 
The JAIC scenario, the sinking 
 
What is wrong with JAIC's report regarding the ship's course and movements in connection 
with the sinking? 
 
JAIC presents four different scenarios, and none match the facts regarding the sinking. 
 
• Version 1: JAIC final report: CHAPTER 1 THE ACCIDENT, 
• Version 2: JAIC final report: 5.5 Speed, 
• Version 3: JAIC final report: 13.2.4 The voyage up to the accident, 
• Version 4: JAIC final report: Supplement 403. 
(See the previous report, "MV Estonia - The last voyage.") 
 
JAIC presents three drifting scenarios based on computer analyses, and none correspond to 
the facts or actual conditions of the wind, waves, and currents. 
 
• JAIC Final report 13.12, navigation simulator at the Maritime Academy in Kalmar, 
 

 



• JAIC Supplement Example 1. 

 
 
• JAIC Supplement Example 2. 

 
 
Note that the image in Example 2 differs from the version published in the final report 13.12. 
In the final report, JAIC claims that the maritime Academy made the plot in Kalmar. But we 
can see that the simulation was clearly deviating. 



The Independent Fact Group commentary and report conclusion: 
 
We came to the following conclusions: 
 
In the background material, we found credible and consistent with actual events. We find 
nothing to support JAIC's account of how the ship moved during the last hour before it sank. 
 
We conclude that MV Estonia entered the sinking area about 1000 meters southwest of the 
wreck site, then made a starboard turn and drifted northeast. At first, she drifted mainly with 
the wind. Later, she drifted with waves and currents to the east when she was deep in 
seawater. 
 
We can state that all wreck goods were found south of the boundary line we have marked on 
the map. However, there is an exception, and that is the alleged find and salvage location for 
the visor. However, we can question this place with good reason, and the place has been 
announced with incorrect positions in several rounds. Is means that the ship never was at the 
place where the visor should have been recovered. 
 
Our report again proves that the JAIC final report is a piece of disinformation. 
 
 
DEDICATION 
 
We dedicate this report to all those who still 28 years after the tragedy struggle to find the 
truth. 
 
If MV Estonia had been seaworthy many of the more than 850 persons who lost their lives 
would have had a chance to survive no matter what caused the sinking. 
 
 
 
The Independent Fact Group 
Troon, Scotland 10th of November 2022 
 
 


